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CRF Newsletter
UP THE L-SUR VEY
A new area

off Logsdon River

Efforts to systematically survey and explore the
many leads in the Hawkins/ Logsdon River area of
Mammoth Cave continue to pay dividends with the
recent discovery of a significant area. The discoveries
branch off the link passage connecting the unimaginatively named L- and T-surveys, two major Logsdon
River side passages.
About 4000 ft. have been mapped to date in this
series of canyons and upper level dry tubes. Cartographer
Bob Osburn relates its discovery: "I came out here with
Rick Olson to get him to do a climbing lead. We were in
a room that both Mel [Park] and I had looked at and
declared to be devoid of any enterable passage. We shot a
spray shot just to flesh out the sketch and Rick said,
'Well, what about this passage over here up at the
ceiling?' Since he was trying to avoid the climb, he
suggested we should survey it."

The party mapped 250ft. along a crawl to a small,
unpromising room . A tortuous canyon in the ceiling
went for 150ft. and intersected a moderately large stream
canyon, with the stream flowing over pot-holed bedrock.
At the southwest end, the canyon degenerates to a belly
crawl, but to the northeast, it intersects further passages,
including a 10ft. high, 20ft. wide tube, as yet unexplored. The canyon is ~ell decomted with dripstone and
some spectacular grape concretions.
A ceiling-level tube branches off the canyon and
leads back under a section of ridge, where it gets into
gypsum. The tube is still going, at about 10ft. wide and
4 ft. high, and moving a Jot of air. There are several side
leads, some of which also move air. The passage is about
125 ft. above Logsdon River.
The new area is fairly remote, with average one-way
travel time of 5-6 hours. Further discoveries are
anticipated.
·

to Ferguson Entrance

INSIDE:
*FOSSIL BURROWS IN MAMMOTH CAVEJohn Holsinger
*LECHUGUILLA WILDLIFE-Diana Northup
*MAMMOTH RESEARCH CONFERENCESMel Park
*INTERVIEW WITH BOB OSBURN
*REVIEW-Mummies by George
... and much more.

Hawkins/ Logsdon River . Scale:
2000 ft.= 1 inch. The general area of the
discoveries off the L-T Link is outlined.
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Cave Research Foundation, a non-profit organization incorporated in 1957 under the laws of
Kentucky for the purpose of furthering research,
conservation, and education about caves and karst.
For information about the CRF, write to: Ron
Bridgeman, CRF President, 4074 W Redwing
Street, Tucson, AZ 85741.

BULLETIN BOARD
Address Corrections: Moved? Missing some copies? (The
News/elter is not forwarded). Send address corrections to
Richard Zopf, 830 Xenia Avenue, Yellow Springs, OH 45387,
with $1.25 for each back issue requested.
Field Studies at Mammoth Cave, 1991 schedule:
Karst Hydrology-Will White and Nick Crawford, June 9-15
Exploralion of Mammoth Cave-Stan Sides, June 9- 15
Speleology-Roger Brucker, June 16-22
Karst Geology-John Mylroie and Richard Zopf, June 16-22
Karst Geo-archaeology of the Yucalan-George Veni and Jim
Brady, December 28, 1991-January 5, 1992.
For more information, write to : Center for Cave and Karst
Studies, Department of Geography and Geology, Western
Kentucky University, Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101.
CRF Research Center fund raising driv e: Please help
make the planned Manunoth Cave research center a reality.
Send your tax deductible donations to the treasurer, Roger
McClure, 4700 Amberwood Drive, Dayton, OH 45424. Make
checks payable to Cave Research Foundation. Funds are also
solicited for the International Exploration Fund (expeditions to
China and Greece are in the planning stages).
Best Wishes to Diana Northup and Ken Ingham (the Bug
Lady and the Wild Pilot) who were married on January 29.
Congratulations also to Joli Eaton Lee on her recent marriage.

Readers Write
Columbian research group seeks information exchange.
We are a private organization created by biologists, anthropologists and geologists interested in the conserv ation of
endangered ecosystems.
One of our fields of work is cave study, in biological, geological, and mythical aspects, in order to increase the knowledge of caves in our country for helping in the development of
conservation programs.

We are interested in getting information about your [CRF]
activities. We would also like to hear from specialists in cave
studies and to know if there is a database of publications in
this field.
Sincerely,
Carlos Valderrama A., Group Ecologico, A.A. 77633,
Bogota D.E., Columbia

*****
Emily Mobley's Rescue.
The National Park Service would like to thank all of the
cavers who took part in Emily Mobley's rescue March 31April4. We believe this was the largest and deepest cave
rescue in U.S. history. Taking part were the Lcchuguilla Cave
Project, NSS, Cave Research Foundation members, the
National Cave Rescue Commission, National Park Service,
Bureau of Land Management, Bureau of Indian Affairs, U.S.
Forest Service, Department of Energy, and the New Mexico
State Police.
An Interagency Incident Command Team was called in and
assumed oversight on April 1. The teamwork between all of
these groups was outstanding and the rescue was almost
flawless despite the technical and logistical difficulties. Media
interest was world-wide. We especially appreciate the way
Emily and Bill [Mobley] responded to the media

Although we realized that everyone would have given their
time and effort freely, when the Incident Commander informed
us that there was authority for paying the volunteers and that
he thought they should be paid because of the circumstances,
the park readily agreed. This does not mean that all volunteers
in every search or rescue in the future will be paid, but that
when circumstances warrant and particular technical skills are
required, it is an option open to Incident Commanders. In this
case, we believe it was justified and helped expedite the effort.
We hope that the close cooperation and teamwork between
the NPS, the caving community, and other agencies will
continue.
Sincerely,
Bobby L. Crisman, Management Assistant, Carlsbad
Caverns National Park.

NPS, CRF Organizational Changes
in the Guadalupes
Carlsbad Caverns National Park Superintendent
Wallace Elms announced the establishment of a new interpretive division at the park. Previously, interpretation
was combined with Resource Management. Named to
head the new division is Ed Greene, who has held a
similar position at Bandolier National Monument since
1978, and has over 25 years of experience in interpretation. A Kentucky native, he first worked for the
National Park Service at Mammoth Cave.
Joli Eaton has resigned as CRF Guadalupes Area
Personnel Manager, citing family and career commitments. Joli has served in this post since 1987, and her
dedication will be missed. Dick DesJardins has agreed to
take over. Bill Ziegler has resigned as food coordinator
and financial officer; he has talked Jill Phillips into
taking on the job.

May
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Mammoth Cave National Park
Golden Anniversary

1991 marks the 50th anniversary of the establishment of Mammoth Cave National Park. This was the
culmination of a long process of transferring ownership
from the Mammoth Cave Estate, the New Entrance, and
other private landholders to the National Park Service.
In 1925, the Mammoth Cave National Park Association
(MCNP A) began purchasing options on land and the
following year, President Coolidge signed a bill authorizing establishment of the park once sufficient land had
been acquired. The State of Kentucky created a commission with the right of eminent domain. In 1934, the
NPS joined MCNPA and the Kentucky National Park
Commission in a Joint Operating Committee.
By May, 1936, enough land had been purchased and
the Secretary of the Interior accepted the land as a unit of
the National Park system. However, no money was
appropriated, and it was not until July, 1941 that the
NPS took over full responsibility. In that year, the
critical deed for the Historic Entrance was transferred,
and the NPS finally assumed operation of the cave. It is
that anniversary which is being celebrated this year. The
official dedication was delayed further by World War 2,
and took place in September, 1946.
Special events to celebrate the anniversary include:
June 29-30: Rededication ceremony. Events will include traditional Kentucky music and clog dancing, and a
re-enactment of the original dedication.
July 13: Special exhibits and tours will highlight 175
years of cave guiding at Mammoth Cave.
October 12-13: Heritage Weekend and CCC
Reunion. Four CCC camps operated in the park during
the Depression, building cave trails and surface trails.
Former enrollees in the camps are invited to take part in
special tours and ceremonies.
November 16-17: Archeology Weekend, cosponsored by the Park and the Kentucky Heritage
Council. Included will be prehistoric crafl demonstrations, and talks by archeologists.

Park City Sewage Link-up
Hits Another Snag
Mammoth Cave superintendent Dave Mihalic
reported in the February and April editions of Mammoth
Monthly, the new MCNP employees' newsletter, on
progress and the latest problems in esu1blishing a
regional sewage system. Phase 1 of the Caveland
Sanitation Authority (CSA) plan, upgrading sewage
plants and lines in Cave City and Horse Cave, has been
completed, but work has not yet begun on Phase 2,
which will link Park City to the regional system. Most
of the sewage entering Mammoth Cave originates in
Park City, which has no sewage disposal system.
Phase 2 has been designed, and construction was to
begin soon. The project was scheduled for completion
by January, 1991, but serious delays resulted from un-

derestimating the cost. The original $9 m estimate for
both phases has been updated to $14.5 m. The NPS will
provide a large share of the funding, since this will be
the most cost-effective and practical way to protect water
quality within the park. Congress has appropriated $2m
for the NPS for construction and support, in addition to
$2m appropriated earlier. The State of Kentucky has
provided additional funding and low-interest loans.
The latest setback occurred at a meeting at the end
of March between the CSA Board and Environmental
Protection Agency and Farmers Home Administration
representatives. At the meeting, the City Councils of
Horse Cave and Cave City threatened to disband the
CSA, stating that they are resistant to absorbing the additional indebtedness (about $2m) needed to complete
Phase 2. However, Mihalic points out that disbanding
the CSA may cause additional financial strain on Cave
City and Horse Cave, since CSA is legally required to
complete Phase 2; if they fail to do so, the two cities
could be responsible for repaying earlier loans and grants
(in the range of $3.4-7 m) without the help of the NPS
or of Park City ratepayers.
Assuming that Phase 2 is eventually built, the park
will hook up to the regional system. This is a lower
priority than Phase 2-although the NPS t.reaunent.
plant is aging, is subject to being overstressed by storm
runoff, and is situated within the Green River floodplain, it. is not an immediate or major threat to groundwater within the park. Work will begin this year on
upgrading collection lines in the residential area.
Mihalic states that the NPS is committed to completing the CSA plans despite the fact that "The NPS
has been repeatedly dismayed and disappointed by the
many problems which have delayed completion of the
regional sewer system."

National, Local Memos of
Understanding Go Into Effect
A new national Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) between CRF and the NPS is almost ready for
signing. The agreement permits CRF to conduct research, cartography, and interpretive activities on lands
administered by the NPS .
Meanwhile, an MOU and Local Operating
Agreement (LOA) for Mammoth Cave National Park
have recently been signed. In the MOU, The Park agrees
to permit access to NPS caves for CRF projects, to take
into consideration the results of CRF studies in the application of cave management practices and interpretation, and to provide opportunities for CRF to review
Park planning documents. The Foundation is committed
to continue the exploration, survey, and inventory of the
park's caves, to provide suitable reports, survey data,
maps, etc., and to assist, when requested , in interpretation activities. The LOA spells out specific guidelines
for CRF operations, such as the terms for usc of the
Maple Springs Research Center.
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Mammoth Cave Research Conference
Mel Park
The week before Christmas, in what they plan to
become an annual event, Mammoth Cave National Park
sponsored a conference on karst research. Although originally planned as a means for scientists and park managers to evaluate progress in the multi-agency water
quality work being done in the Mammoth Cave drainage
basin, high interest among CRF and other scientists
prompted a mid-course change, broadening the conference to cover nearly all aspects of karst research.
About 30 scientists, interested people, and park
staff attended. Presentations on water quality findings,
techniques, cave ecology, and mapping were given.
Some of the papers raised issues criticizing present
management practices. For these, and throughout, the
group discussions were open and frank.
Joe Meiman, hydrologist for MCNP, presented the
results of new hydrological work in the park north of
the Green River. He, Marty Ryan and David Harmon,
the latter two both of Eastern Kentucky University, are
placing dyes at monthly intervals to try to develop a
picture of normal water flow . Additionally, they are on
call to make dye traces during time of "Storm Events".
Stan Sides added to our knowledge of underground
conduits up there by reporting on the mapping of the
underground river in Buffalo Creek Cave (see article in
February Newsletter) . Drainage north of the river is

Construction of both pilot projects began without adequate notification to the other agencies.
In both cases, the Division ofWater's plans for
obtaining base-line data of runoff were ruined.
against the dip, so that transverse (strike-directed) flow
has to occur. It is traditionally thought that strikedirected flow produces phreatic development and Stan's
maps and profiles gave some indication that this is true.
Marty Ryan , a graduate student at Eastern Kentucky
University , and his mentor, Ralph Ewers, have been
developing a small, inexpensive remote sensor for detecting the fluorescent chemicals used in dye tracing.
The device, fabricated out of PVC tubing, microscope
slides, and home-grown electronics, could be used, for
example, to monitor dye flow in Hawkins River.
Dave Foster of the American Cave Conservation
Association reported on his activities in education and
the construction of the cave museum in Horse Cave.
Mel Park and Scott House co-authored a paper on the
survey and mapping methods used in Mammoth Cave.
An intriguing look into the ongoing Mammoth
Cave Special Water Quality Project was afforded by
John F. Brumley, David Rowe, and Corrine L. Wells of
the Kentucky Division of Water. The project is intended
to study and possibly develop means to remedy the deteriorating water quality in the karst areas of south-central
Kentucky. There is a $400,000 US Department of

Agriculture grant awarded to the five conservation districts (of the five neighboring counties) and the state
Agricultural, Stabilization, and Conservation Service.
The Kentucky Division of Water and Mammoth Cave
National Park are small players, but have a genuine
stake in the outcome.
The funding is part of a USDA program to demonstrate farm "Best Management Practices". The program
has a restrictive policy-none of the funds can go toward basic science--and the agencies that were awarded
the funds essentially have autonomy. As a result, construction of both pilot projects began without adequate
notification to the other agencies. In both cases, the
Division of Water's plans for obtaining base-line data of
runoff were ruined. In the discussion that followed, both
the presenter and the audience lamented the policies that
prevented adequate control data from being obtained.
The practice being promulgated at the two pilot
farms (one in Barren County, the other about five miles
outside Park City) is the use of animal-was!e holding
lagoons. These are evaporative sewage basins where
nutrient-enriched runoff from feedlots can be contained
and concentrated, eventually to be harvested as a fertilizer slurry during times of no rainfall. However, an
alarming conclusion resulted from the exchange of
Continued p.IO ...

Fitton Cave Survey Resumes
Pete Lindsley
The CRF survey of the longest cave in the Buffalo
National Scenic Riverways was set to resume this
March. Little progress was made during 1990-four of
six trips were cancelled due to bad weather or lack of
participants. The majority of the trunk passage survey
was completed in 1987. Preliminary draft map quadrangles were completed later that year. Work then switched
to the New Maze and Lost Passage areas. Objectives for
1991 center on completion of the New Maze and the
Tennouri Helictite Passages.
Jack Regal (Siloam Springs, Arkansas) is taking
over from Gary Schaecher as Operations Manager. Gary,
who resigned due to business reasons, will continue as
Chief Cartographer from his new home in Tulsa,
Oklahoma.
Except when the road up the hill is wet, we will
use the Chestnut Cabin as our field headquarters. The
Park Service has improved the area with a good pit
toilet, and they mow the grass once or twice a year.
Adequate camping space is available, in addition to floor
space and a nice screened porch where we can enjoy the
beauty and quiet of the Arkansas Ozarks. Of course, we
have no radio, phone, water, or electricity.
A three-day expedition scheduled for August will
allow JV's from farther afield to attend, and will provide
an opportunity for scientists to visit during a time when
we are not likely to be rained out.

May
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LARGE FOSSIL BURROWS IN MAMMOTH CAVE
John Holbrook

Unusually large (1.5-2.5 inch diameter) and wellpreserved fossil burrows in the Saint Louis Limestone
of Mammoth Cave's Logsdon River passage offer a
unique opportunity to study the behavioral traits of large
Mississippian age (Visean, 342m years before present)
burrowing organisms. Burrows of this size are common
today and are made by various animals, e.g., clams and
mice. Although burrows are commonly fossilized in
ancient sediments, they are typically only millimeters in
diameter. Evidence for large burrowing creatures prior to
Permian time (Kazanian, 260m years before present) is
sketchy at best.
A February 16th trip to the burrow locality focused
on obtaining answers to a few basic questions about the
burrows that will be instrumental in evaluating their
significance; 1) are the structures truly burrows or are
they casts of fossil tree roots? 2) were the burrows

A 4.2 ft . long chertified burrow in Logsdon River. The apex of
the burrow apparently marks the original burrow entrance.
Sections of tubular chert around the main burrow represent
additional (ossil burrows.

originally that size or were they enlarged as they were
altered to chert? 3) how are the burrows distributed
within the rocks? and 4) how extensive and well
preserved are the burrows?
The burrows occur throughout the Logsdon River
passage both in their original position and as fragments
broken and transported by the river. By far the largest
concentration still in their original position occurs at
the Logsdon River Waterfall (P. Strange Falls). Here the
burrows are exposed in the upper 3 ft. of a cherty zone
in the St. Louis Limestone over an area of 250 sq. ft.
within which 50%-80% of any representative segment
of the floor is occupied by the burrow structures.
The burrows have all been completely converted to
chert. The material surrounding the burrows, however,
is unaltered limestone. The cave created a unique preservational environment for the burrows as it preferentially
removed the limestone leaving the chertified burrows

cleaned of their host-rock and standing out from the wall
in relief. Likewise, the active flowing water of the passage prevents the burrows from being buried in sediment. Unfortunately, burrows extending too far from the
wall are subject to breakage by the fast-moving river
currents. This is reflected in the large pile of broken
burrows on the downstream side of the waterfall and the
numerous burrow fragments scattered throughout much
of the passage.
Several lines of evidence suggest that these truly are
burrows and not root casts. Almost all of the structures
are between 1.5" and 2.5" in diameter and thus do not
show the wide variation in size ex~cted from a fossil
root system. Likewise, they do not taper longitudinally,
decrease in size after forks, possess fossil root hair
attachments, or fan out from a central trunk as roots
typically do.
Although most of the burrows are solid chert, many
have only a thin chert rind and are hollow in the center.
One partially hollowed burrow was filled with lime
mudstone in its center. This strongly suggests that the
burrows could not have enlarged to their present size
from much smaller burrows by continuously adding
chert to their exterior; the burrows must have originated
at close to their present size.
The burrows arc predominantly horizontal and
appear to represent galleries formed by deposit-feeding
animals mining the sediment for buried organic matter.
The animal which made them is unknown, but the
structures bear similarities to burrows made by modem
ghost shrimp and may have been made by a similar
creature.
Some authors suggest that large burrows such as
these started out as smaller burrows, common in ancient
marine deposits, and were enlarged to the current size by
chertification. Evidence for large burrowers is cited as far
back as Kazanian time; however the few reported cases
of burrows this size prior to the Permian are almost all
enlarged by chertification and/or poorly exposed. To
date, the existence of large(> 1{2" diameter) burrowers
prior to Permian time remains uncertain. This is partly
because of the lack of areally expansive burrow exposures and partly because of the chertification question.
Likewise, very little has been determined about the
behavioral patterns of these creatures. Data from the
Logsdon River exposure strongly supports the hypothesis that large deposit-feeding organisms had evolved at
least as far back as 342 million years ago.
The Logsdon River exposure offers a unique
opportunity to study traces left by these presently
undocumented creatures and definitely warrants further
investigation.
The author is currently completing work on a PhD in geology
at Indiana University .
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EXPEDITIONS
MAMMOTH CAVE
New Year, December 29-January 1
Leader, Kevin Downs
This was the first CRF expedition to operate out of
the Maple Springs research center. Kevin Downs and
1im Borden first set up a temporary compass calibration
course. The most convenient locations had underground
magnetic disturbances (water mains, etc.), so they
seuled on a location in the woods . Next day, Richard
Zopf surveyed the course wi th a theodolite.
Thirty-three cavers auended the expedition. A total
of 4800 ft. of passage was surveyed, of which 1,700 ft.
was new. Over four inches of rain, added to a previously
saturated ground, prevented parties from working in
Hawkins/Logsdon River. Rising water in the Green
River contributed to the temporary shut-down of the
ferry, causing several panics to resort to the long drive
via Brownsville. Adding to the fun, a power outage led
to Saturday night dinner being cooked on a wood stove.
Mammoth Cave Ridge: A theodolite crew braved an
icy wind through Houchins Narrows and ran a level
s urvey from the Rotunda to a benchmark outside the
Historic entrance. There was a lrip to Bottomless Pit to
ex amine a clear gel respon sihle for corrosion of the
aluminum hand rails over the pit. The verdict: "A
nearby junction box is grounded to a post, and this may
render the aluminum anodic to the earth, causing the
observed susceptibi lity to corrosion."
A pany went to Elmore' s Pass between Henry's and
Domes and mapped 370 ft. of new survey,
f dhng m a few blanks in the multi-level vadose
passages. Another crew surveyed 300 ft. of cutarounds
off Burley's Way.
~ ! bert 's

Three parties went to the Marion A venue area: the
first mapped 1300 ft. in Stephen's Way, including a
corkscrew that looped back to Marion Avenue. The
remainder of Stephen's Way will need a resurvey toreplace a "preuy Spartan" sketch in the old books . Next
day, a crew in Katherine's Domes worked their way up
sandstone breakdown to connect with a passage off
Stephen' s Way surveyed the previous day . The third
party ~ontinued work off Sophy's Avenue, mapping
leads 111 the viCmity of Frances' Dome. Below Frances'
Dome they found a series of unmapped lower levels.
A vertical crew mapped 170 ft. of tight, narrow
canyon s out the long Z-survey crawl from the top of
Cath.edral Domes. They had some problems getting over
the ltp of the pennanenlly rigged rope due to the piece
of PVC p1pe used as a rope pad . A short length of rope
placed at the top would aid climbers here. Lots more
canyons remain to be checked.
. A short trip went to McGown's Way to push a
Light crawl that comes within I 00 ft. of King
Solomon's Temple at the bouom of the New Entrance

shafts. The passage continues past a very tight
constriction with good airflow.

Flint Ridge: There were several trips in support of
the Pohl Avenue area map. One party went into the
Unknown Entrance and resurveyed down and around the
fi~st pit complex, resulting in a greater understanding of
this small area. Another vertical crew negotiated a
difficult route to the top of Textbook Shaft and dropped
a new pit, which went nowhere. A second pit near the
base of Textbook Shaft dropped 20 ft. into a passage
that will need a wet~ suit crew. A party to Union Shafts
was hampered by excessive amounts of water entering
the cave, but they completed 400 ft. of new survey in
assorted leads around the Crystal Cave connection route.
A party resurveyed 1150 ft. along Indian Avenue in
Salts. They noted that "there appears to be some boot
damage to the first (multiple) set of Indian footprints".
It's not clear how recent the damage is.

Etc. : A proposed trip to Lehrberger Avenue was
stymied by 3-4 ft. of ponded water covering the Bedquilt
Entrance. On route to the entrance, the party came
across an illegal camper living in a VW bus who appeared to be knowledgeable about the caves in the area.
Abandoning Flint Ridge, they went to the Doyel Valley
Entrance to try out a new airlock that Dick Market had
developed. The device has two hinged doors, and makes
entry and exit very easy. They checked water levels in
the River, and found the water at P. Strange Falls to be
"very violent and dangerous".
There. was a trip to continue the Indian Cave survey
begun dunng the October (lock-out) expedition.
Privately owned Indian Cave lies almost over Fritsch
Avenue and is a segment of upper level paleo-trunk,
once associated with the Mammoth Cave system. The
party mapped 1000 ft., completing the main trunk.
W~ile surveying a side passage, they found a purse
which was eventually returned to its owner, who had
reported it stolen a long time ago.
Richard Zopf made a rough survey of the flat areas
on Stan Sides' property adjoining the eastern park
boundary, with a view to checking possible sites for the
proposed CRF field headquarters.
. Maple Springs was fine as far as comfort goes, but
geumg around the park was a bit of a pain. The buildings ~e nice, but they are no substitute for Flint Ridge,
nor will.they e~er be. However, they will work quite
well until the time when we can construct a facility of
our own.
Thanks t?: Gail Wag.ner for setting up the kitchen, cooking,
and helpmg to get thmgs going; Nancy Wilkinson for food
purchase and planning; Connie Hand, for helping with meal
preparation; and Pat Downs for helping with meals and serving
as secretary . It is these people behind the scenes who make
every expedition possible.
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Survey crews: Historic Entrance-Richard Zopf, John
Walker, Roberta Burnes, Rick Olson; Bottomless Pit-Rick
Olson, Bruce Thompson; Albert's Domes-Mel Park, Jerry
Davis, Sheila Sands, Jim Greer; Burley's Way-Gail Wagner,
Roberta Burnes, Mark Ohms; Stephen's Way-Bob Osburn,
Ted Eggleston, Richard Hand, Jim Alexander; Katherine's
Domes-Eric Compas, Bob Osburn, Ted Eggleston; Sophy's
Ave.-Doug Baker, Steve Irvine, Jerry Davis, Jim Alexander;
Cathedral Domes-Dick Market. Rick Olson, Bruce
Thompson; McGown's Way--Kevin Downs, Chris Cannaley;
Unknown Entrance-Paul Hauck, Neil Hanunond, Mark
Ohms; Textbook Shaft-Eric Compas, Paul Cannaley,
Monica Cannaley, Steve Weinzapfel; Union Shafts-Paul
Hauck, Dick Market, John Walker, Walter Johnson; Indian
Ave.-Gail Wagner, Terri Hanunond, Jim Borden, Chris
Groves; Doyel Valley Entrance-Mel Park, Dick Market,
Kevin Downs, Mark Ohms; Indian Cave-Paul Hauck, Jerry
Davis, Gail Wagner, Bruce Thompson.

President's Day, February 15 17
Leader, Mel Park
With an emphasis on sending parties to the edge of
exploration in Logsdon River, the ratio of new to
replacement survey was high on this expedition (3705
ft. new survey, 5280 ft. resurvey).
River: Four survey parties and one scientific party
were sent to the River; the latter was a trip to study the
unusual chert deposits in the vicinity of P. Strange
Falls (see p.5 ). Two crews extended the area of canyons
and tubes discovered recently off the link passage between the Land T-surveys (see p.l). Another crew went
to a dome lead out the T-survey. which went only

They mapped 430ft. of crawls, domes, and
canyons, and emerged most unexpectedly in the
bottom of the dreaded Black Hole of Calcutta!
a short distance to a choke. They then extended a lowlevel lead for a further 15 stations, past an awkward pit,
to an end. Before that point, however, a hole down led
to a set of drains, canyons, and shafts. The fourth crew
mapped a complex of breakdown rooms and a high-level
canyon along a stretch of the main river passage.
Mammoth Cave Ridge: A party went to Sophy's
Avenue to map the unsurveyed canyons discovered last
month near Frances' Pit. They mapped 430ft. of crawls,
domes, and canyons and emerged most unexpectedly in
the bottom of the dreaded Black Hole of Calcutta. The
Black Hole, along the tour trail in El Ghar, has been
passed by hundreds of survey crews, none of whom,
apparently, have ever checked the bottom for leads!
Recent discoveries above Sansom's Domes were
tied in to Goat Alley with a short but awkward survey.
A resurvey crew made a good start on the East Bransford
trunk, starting at the Logan Avenue junction and
mapping eastwards for 1900 ft.
Flillt Ridge: A large party worked on the resurvey of
the Upper Salts trunk, starting just beyond the old gate.
They mapped 1500 ft. to Tom Wilson's Accident.
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Two parties went in the Bedquilt Entrance on
Sunday. One crew resurveyed 1400 ft. of the Bedquilt
Route in the vicinity of the J56 pit, the other went
beyond Jones Shaft and mapped a lead off Deike Trail to
an end. When the first (Kevin Downs') party started to
exit at midnight, they found the entrance to be in flood
(owing to a day of unexpectedly heavy rain). They
elected to exit via Grand Avenue and the Colossal
Entrance. The second (Peter Grey's) crew was scheduled
to exit later, but they finished early when they noticed
an increase in water entering the cave; they met up with
Downs' party, and the crews were able to exit together.
The following week, Kevin went back to recover packs
and clothing that had been left inside the entrance.
Etc. Frank Reid applied his radiolocation expertise to
help locate a site for a proposed new Rappel entrance on
land recently purchased by Dave Weller. One of the sites
seems promising, with a ceiling height of 40 ft. and a
depth below the surface of only 57 ft. Reid's magnetic
induction device now has a voice down-link, which
worked well and increased the confidence level of
communications between surface and cave parties.
On a cold, snowy day, Stan and Kay Sides finished
sketches of hiking trails south of the Green River-the
Sloans Crossing, Sand Cave, Cedar Sink, and Tumhole
Bend Trails. The springs at Tumhole Bend were inundated, but still had high out-flows. Jerry and Marie
Lewis went to check a report of possible sewage contamination in a stream below Bransford A venue, but the
water was too high to adequately assess the site.
Survey Crews: Logsdon River Chert-John Holbrook; T-L
link area-l) Bob Osburn, Neil Hanunond, Norm Rogers; 2)
Rick Olson, Marty Ryan, Mike Lawrence; T-survey--Richard
Zopf, Tom Brucker, Dick Maxey; River lea<ii'-Mick Sutton,
Karen Willmes, Dave West; Black Hole of Calcutta-Scott
House, Karen Willmes, Dave West; Goat Alley-Kevin
Downs, Bill Baus, K. Murphy; East Bransford-Mick Sutton,
Richard Zopf, LaJuana Wilcher, Greg Sholley; Salts TrunkJim Borden, Beverly Schwartz, Greg Sholley, Sheila Sands,
Holly Einrich, Ken Rogers, Jemma Wise, James Sterbenz,
Joyce Hoffmaster, Terri Hanunond; Bedquilt-l) Kevin
Downs, Bob Osburn, Joyce Hoffmaster, Beverly Schwartz; 2)
Peter Grey, David Scott, Ken Rogers.

St. Patrick's Day, March 15-18
Leader, Paul Cannaley
Few people attended the expedition, but they were
very productive, resulting in 3300 ft. of new survey,
2850 ft. of resurvey, and 1300+ ft. of surface survey.
River and Mammoth Cave: The main objective
was to pursue the promising leads found recently off the
L-survey up Logsdon River. A party mapped 2350 ft. of
dry upper level. They came out exhausted but thrilled
with the work accomplished, and regretted turning
around in easy passage that continued out of sight.
In Diamond Dome off Woodbury Pass, a party
climbed to a belly-crawl lead in the wall of the dome,
following a strong wind. The crawl led to an intersec-
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same general area was a possible grave site with uninscribed headstones. Biologist Ed Lisowski went in
search of certain moss communities, but failed to find
any; Bob Eggers searched for karstic sites in the
Tumhole Bend area.
Thanks to Monica Cannaley for managing camp.
Survey Crews: Logsdon L-survey-Bob Osburn, Rick
Olson, Neil Hammond; Diamond Dome-Tom Brucker, Terri
Hammond, Chris Cannaley; Nickerson Ave.-Mick Sutton,
Kevin Downs; Mystic River-Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan, Dick
Maxey, Scott Sidener; Union Shafts-Paul Hauck, Jim
Kaufmann, Sheila Sands, Jemrna Wise; Salts-Richard Zopf,
Sue Hagan, Yvonne Leight; Surface survey-Scott House,
Richard Zopf, Yvonne Leight; Historic sites-Phil DiBlasi,
Ed Lisowski.

GUADALUPES
Carlsbad Caverns NP. November 22 25
Leader, Glenda Rhodes
-,
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'' Old Scott rml!f k:ntHJ S h6uJ to
leave a. '(f'(DI!erv.hle p()iht. ,,
-tion with a 30ft. deep canyon. Slimy conditions and
loose rocks prompted the crew to abandon the lead until
proper rope techniques arc available. In a separate lead
beneath Woodbury Pass, they found a rare example of
tabular gypsum . Another party cleared up leads in tight
passages off Nickerson Avenue, for a total of 275 ft.
The downstream Mystic River trunk was resurveyed
(2100 ft.); this will form part of major survey loops to
Burley's Way and Lucy's Drain . Resurvey in this area is
hampered by lack of recoverable stations from earlier
surveys. This time, a good number of poker chips were
left at junctions.
Flint Ridge.· A resurvey party completed 230 ft.
around Union Shafts. They found that a canyon previously considered unentered had a JL (Jack Lehrberger)
signature in it. Cartographer Paul Hauck considers the
Union Shaft area to be completed, except for some leads
"for the flies". In Salts Cave, a resurvey crew continued
for 800 ft. along a moderately large passage linking
Dismal Valley to Cama de Juan .
Surface: A surface survey (1330 ft.) between Rigdon
Pit and Dickey Pit on Flint Ridge was completed. The
group then went to the Frozen Niagara area and tied
Crow Cave and Crow Shelter to a previous surface
survey. They also found and tied-in a small pit. Finally,
they surveyed a lead in Indian Cave, outside the park.
Another party went in search of house sites on Flint
Ridge. A cluster of daffodils Icc! them to a site alongside
the Crystal Cave road where they found several household items (enamel ware, fruit jars, etc.). West of the
Great Onyx road, they found another site with sandstone
piers, jar lids (ca. 1900- 191 0), car parts, etc. In the

Thirty-seven cavers attended the three-day expedition. Over 740 caver-hours resulted in 2650 ft. of survey
and the collection of biological data from Carlsbad
Cavern, Lechuguilla Cave, and Chimney Cave.

Carlsbad Cavern: The New Mexico Room yielded
some surprises in unsurveyed and virgin passage. Leads
supplied by John Corcoran led to 150ft. of survey in a
boneyard maze. Another 160ft. was surveyed in leads
off the trail just before the New Mexico Room. Another
push resulted in 310 ft. of survey, which was stopped
by a new, heavily decorated area, and two further trips
netted 290 ft. Leads in the New Mexico Room are
limited at this point.
Leads were checked above Lake of the Clouds, as
was the water level of the lake. This had last been done
in 1966-the lake has dropped about 10 inches in the
past 24 years. In Left Hand Tunnel, surveys in
Sherwood Forest were tied-in and some tight leads with
no air movement were noted. In the Right Hand Fork, a
connection to Quintessential Right was resurveyed.
A survey tie-in was done at Iceberg Rock, and
rumored leads at Window land were looked for unsuccessfully. In the Mystery Room, an incorrect section of map
was resurveyed. Many recently dead bats were found in
the Dome Room. Humidity and temperature readings
were taken for Diana Northup around Lake of the Clouds
and in the Big Room. The location of pools (puddles) in
the Big Room were checked for accuracy.
Etc.: In Spider Cave, Tim Moreland and crew netted
1600 ft. of survey in three days' work on a west-trending
passage. These trips tend to be quite long. Some
historical signatures and some new leads were noted.
The party found some boneyard and a lower level. Spider
Cave has excellent potential for further discoveries.
Diana Northup and crew continued the biological
inventory near the entrance pit of Lechuguilla Cave and
in the entrance area, the Crawlway, and the Big Room
of Chimney Cave.
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The New Mexico Fall weather was perfect for three
days of ridgewalking. A small canyon north·of the road
just inside the park was checked for blowing leads reported by John Corcoran. Some holes too small to enter
were found near the top of the ridge, plus a nice shelter
cave.
Participants: Martha Anderson, Bruce Baker, Jim Bryan,
John Corcoran III, Gavin Corcoran, Harvey DuChene,
Tornislav Gracinin, Stuart Halliday, Dennis Helffenstein, Pat
Helton, Brian Holcomb, Ken Ingham, Don Jenkinson, David
Kelton, Doug Kent, Rich Knapp, Thelma Leonard, John
McLean, Don Mittan, Tim Moreland, Diana Northup, Mark
Porter, Pam Porter, Glenda Rhodes, Jason Richards, Tom
Rohrer, Lester Sharpton, Lloyd Schwartz, Virginia Seiser,
Kathy Sisson, Linda Starr, Bob Stucklen, Jim Sturrock, Norm
Thompson, Dick Venters, Jim White, Rich Wolfert.

Carlsbad Caverns NP, January 19-21
In Carlsbad Cavern, work continued in the New
Mexico Room with extensive pushing and survey of the
lower western maze. The Rim Room was resurveyed,
the original data having been lost. Two trips were made
to Lake of the Clouds to search for a reported room in
the right wall. There were several trips to Left Hand
Tunnel to survey leads in boneyard. One trip went to
Quintessential Right to check air-flow.
Work in Spider Cave resulted in 760ft. of new
survey. One party braved wintry weather to walk Left
Hook Canyon where they located, mapped, and inventoried Saw blade Cave.

Lechuguilla Precision Survev. March 9-17
Leader, Fritzi Hardy
Twelve cavers and four surface support and survey
people spent over 1000 hours on the Precision Survey.
They surveyed over 600ft., ending with permanent
stations on either side of the Freakout Traverse.

Lechuguilla Biological Inventory
[Although not an official CRF project, the inventory
involves many CRF JVs.]

July, 1989-December. 1990
Diana Northup has been coordinating the biological
inventory ofLechuguilla Cave since July 1989. Using
pitfall traps, she has established that invertebrates are
routinely found from the entrance to the beginning of
Rim City; the camel crickets Ceuthophilus carlsbadensis and C. longipes, diplurans, spiders, and rhadine
beetles have been found beyond the culvert (the entrance
pit has a more diverse fauna). The pitfalls are left in
place for 24 hours, and after censusing, the captives are
released. Crickets are marked with paint (color coded for
above versus below Boulder Falls) for future tracking of
m-cave migration.
Northup deemed it likely that chemolithotrophic
bacteria, which use sulfur, iron , or manganese, would be
found within the cave. Water samples were obtained
from many pools using sterile technique, and samples
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were fixed for scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The
six different types of bacteria found have not been identified, but three forms show promise of being chemolithotrophs, indigenous to the cave. Sterile SEM
mounts were also set up in various pools, to be checked
for bacterial growth at four-month intervals.
Terrestrial micro-organisms have been noted, including fungal hyphae growing on aluminum food cans
and on food scraps. SEM samples from Sulfur Shores
and other areas show structures which look bacterial or
fungal , so some of the bacteria found in pools may have
washed in from terrestrial habitats. To test for bacteria
associated with sulfur deposits, sterile samples were
taken and plated. Fungal growth consisting of at least
five different types was recorded from most of the samples, but bacterial growth was much less common.
Personnel (December, 1990). Void-Bob and Debbie
Buecher, Ron Bridgemon; EnLrance area- Diana Northup, Ken
Ingham, Virginia Seiser, Jon Proctor (NPS). Thanks also to
David Ek (NPS) for his assistance.

January. 1991
Two crews worked in Lechuguilla Cave-one in the
F-survey and Southwestern Branch, the other in the
Western Borehole. Additional SEM mounts were set up
in pools, and water samples were collected for SEM examination. Pitfall traps left in the Chandelier Ballroom
for 48 hours caught nothing. SEM mounts were buried
in sediment in the Crystal Rain Passage and beyond lhe
junction of Huapache Highway and Keel Hall. A second
crew set 53 traps between the entrance and E-F junction. On the trip out, the contents (mostly crickets)
were counted, marked, and released.
Another party backpacked to Able Goat Cave to
resurvey and inventory it. Invertebrate life included
crickets, spiders, springtails, a tick, and mites.

Geology: Mike Queen did geological descriptions of
the trap sites during the Western Borehole trip. Briefly,
the cave shows an orderly succession of Guadalupean
shelf-margin carbonates. From the entrance at least to
the top of Boulder Falls seems to be a succession of
intertidal facies, with some passage development along
"teepee" trends ["teepees" are non-tectonic anticlinal
structures of uncertain origin-see Jagnow, Cavern
Development in the Guadalupe Mountains pp 48-49].
From Boulder Falls down to the Rift seems to be shallow subtidal or intertidal facies. Southward towards the
EF Junction one encounters a succession of rocks deposited in deeper marine waters behind the reef. The
Great White Way is probably at the near-shore lagoon/
reef contact, influenced by an earlier (presumably
karstic) brecciation. The same brecciation event seems
to have controlled most of the Western Borehole, which
is developed mainly in the massive Capitan reef facies .
In the Chandelier Ballroom and in the Western
Borehole, calcite spar was observed-this is "Spar lll",
representing lhe most recent (Pleistocene?) spar event.
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The development of popcorn, aragonite, etc. seems
to follow the same orientation patterns as in Carlsbad
Cavern. These features should be carefuiJy noted, as the
pattern of directionality can suggest areas for further
exploration.

the other continued upstream through 440 ft. of welldecorated breakdown-modified trunk passage that refuses
to quit.
Survey crews: Kelly Hollow-Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan,
Chris Cone, Kitty Cone; Davis Cave--Scott House, Bob

Personnel: Lechuguilla-Bob Roe, Dick DesJardins, Jeff
Walker, Mike Queen; Able Goal-David and Chris Ek, Jon
Proctor, Diana Northup.

Osburn, Doug Baker, Steve Irvine, Chris Cone, Bob Gapst,
Sandy Sellers, Sue Hagan, Mick Sutton; Barrett SpringMick Sutton, Jim Kaufmann, Chris Cone, Sue Hagan; Camphouse Cave--Scott House, Bob Osburn; McCormack
Valley-Sue Hagan, Mick Sutton; Still Spring-1) Steve
Irvine, George Bilbrey, Bob Gapst; 2) Doug Baker, Bruce Bird,
Sandy Sellers

MISSOURI
December through March
Poor road conditions in early January slowed down
field work, but CRF crews continued to concentrate
attention on the proposed mineral lease area of Oregon
and Shannon Counties until the inventory was
suspended in mid-February (see following article).
The survey and inventory of KeiJy Hollow Cave,
the longest cave within the study area, were completed
in four trips. The last lead was reached via extension
ladder, and proved to be 60ft. of wet beiJy-crawl. This
brings the final surveyed length of KeiJy HoiJow to
6540 ft. In addition, a vertical profile was run down the
main trunk, and surface topography above the cave was
surveyed by following the general trends of the major
passages. The breakdown terminations of the two trunks
seem to bear no relation to surface topography. Only
one smaiJ sinkhole was found, directly over a stream
input. The inventory turned up several populations of
crustaceans, and the largest number of troglobitic orbweaver spiders that we have seen.
A large party worked on Davis Cave, Shannon
County. Two crews mapped 1200 ft. of varied passage.
Much of the cave is influenced by surface conditionslight and fluctuating temperatures extend through two
entrance passages into a large central room. A biology
team worked in parallel with the survey crews, finding
lots of terrestrial life in a raccoon latrine area, and a
community of crustaceans restricted to one section of
the small stream.
Barrett Spring was inventoried, and one trip almost
completed the survey, extending the upstream limit by
550 ft. of mostly difficult passage. One small lead
remains. Unusual features of the biota include the
presence of pigmented amphipods 300 ft. inside the cave
(a waterfall seems to limit their further progress
upstream), a large albino cave salamander seen in the
main stream, and a surprizing absence of the common
Spelobia fly, generally found in all but the smallest
caves. Terrestrial wildlife was generaiJy lacking, owing
to a paucity of food sources of any kind.
Camp House Cave, a small cave in Spring Valley,
was mapped and there was surface reconnaissance in
McCormack Valley, which is drained by a fairly large
alluviated spring and extends into the mineral lease area.
Two small vadose springs were located.
Elsewhere, two parties surveyed in StiiJ Spring
Cave. One crew mapped 290 ft. of tidy-up survey, while

Missouri Cave Inventory Delayed
by Bureaucratic Snafu
CRF suspended the mineral lease area cave
inventory last February, following failure by the
Missouri Department of Natural Resources (DNR) to
honor l11e contractual agreement reached in August,
1990. The agency was satisfied with the results, but
balked at paying the first quarter's bill. Contract
manager Jerry Vineyard, Assistant State Geologist,
stated that DNR had incorrectly combined funds from
the US Forest Service (USFS) and the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), making the contract, in the
agency's view, invalid.
Most of the EPA funds have now been released, and
Vineyard has written a new contract for distribution of
USFS funds. However, he announced that the contract
will have to go through a bidding process. CRF has appealed the decision to the Director of Natural Resources.
Meanwhile, the USFS has given the go-ahead,
pending possible appeals, for further exploratory drilling
within the lease area. The Doe Run Company may drill
up to 20 holes. If a mineabie ore body is found, it is
likely that the company will request further drilling
before proposing a specific mining plan.

Karst Conference: Continued from p.4 ...
ideas: Nick Crawford's presentation began with slides
depicting the failure of a similar, although much larger,
sewage basin in south central Kentucky. These basins
are not sealed and can leak into the underlying cave
system or even catastrophically fail, dumping all of
their contents as a single pulse into the cave. The pilot
farm in Park City has that potential.
The four senior karst hydrologists that have become
closely linked with Mammoth Cave were present: Nick
Crawford, Director of the Karst Studies Institute of
Western Kentucky University, Jim Currens of the
Kentucky Geological Survey and co-discover ofRoppel
Cave, Ralph Ewers of Eastern Kentucky University, and
Jim Quinlan, formally Chief Hydrologist at MCNP.
Jim Currens and Nick Crawford each spoke of their
large, well-funded efforts to solve particular problems,
Jim in Eastern Kentucky, where he is characterizing the
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drainage pattern of an entire karst valley, and Nick in
Central Kentucky studying the long-standing water
quality (and life quality) problems around Bowling
Green. Because of its troubled water supply, Bowling
Green has been in the national spotlight for some time.
The Karst Studies Institute that Nick heads has an
excellent track record in developing both facts and
solutions for the area's groundwater prob lems.
Nick related a bit of hi story that CRF JV Angelo
George had uncovered. Back in 1922, Popular
Mechanics magazine featured an article about the wonderful natural sewer system providence had given
Bowling Green. All a home owner had to do was scratch
around in the thin overburden until a fi ss ure was found .
A city inspector would then come to test the carrying
capac ity of the fissure . If adequate, the house 's soil pipe
wou ld be hooked up to it, to dump ra w sewage into the
cave system beneath Bowling Green . We now know that
these practices were, and sti ll are, poi soning the
environment of Bowling Green .
Jim and Ralph' s talks were theoretica l, with lots of
aLLendant arm-waving , as th ese guys themselves like to
say. Jim Quinlan pointed out the simple fact that not a
single success has ever been obtained in cleaning up a
polluted karst aquifer, and gave his reasons for why this
might be true. Ra lph pointed up a flaw in the basic procedures for determining the water table, when applied to
karst.
Tom Poulson, CRF Chief Scientist and Professor
of Biology at the University of Illinois at Chicago ,

Mammoth Cave 330 miles Long
Chief Cartographer Scott House reports that the updated length for Mammoth Cave is 330.0 miles . Thi s is
close to a complete figure, but about 50 fi eld s urvey
books out of a total of approximately 2600 still await
analysis.
The breakdown by area is:
Crystal Cave
Colossal Cave
Salts Cave
Unknown Cave

14.1
29.2
19.4
45.2

miles
miles
miles
miles

Flint Ridge total

107.9 miles

River System
Rappel Cave
Mammoth Cave

32.9 miles
59.2 miles
130.0 miles

The "R iver System" includes Proctor and
Morrison's Caves and the Hawkins/ Logsdon River

advanced his idea that the whole
ecology of a cave can be used
as the most sensitive measure of
pollution. Tom has made several
wriLLen proposals to the park to usc biological
monitoring as a system for assessing water
quality. This conference gave him an opportunity to explain his idea to park managers. An
ecologist is able to de termine the effects of
pollution on the cave system, based on observations of population di stributions, population
fluxes, and detailed monitoring of individual
organisms.

J

Tom states that "biological monitoring is
cheaper than chemical monitoring, and g ives a
more integrated record of past and ongoing pollution ." However, like the Kentucky Divi sion
of Water study , the maj or opportunity for obtaining baseline data has been passed by. The
park has not responded to-perhaps they have
lost-two project proposals that Tom has
made.
The scientists and professionals who got
to know each o ther during thi s conference
enjoyed and profited from the interaction .
Adversaries got along marvelously. Next year,
the plaHned topic is air quality, but as in this
first conference, the forum will be open to a
wider range of topics.

passages. The Roppel Cave data is from the Central
Kentucky Karst Coalition.
Historic Mammoth Cave is the lon gest part of the
system, and is not far short of the mythical 150-milc
figure that advertising hyperbole claimed through much
of the 19th and early 20th century (a period when only
40 miles, at most, were actually documented).

From the Files ...
The following quotes from CRF Mammoth Cave surv ey
books and trip reports arc by authors who would probably
prefer to remain anonymous.

Run thai by me again ? "Add 1 to 1- 9 thru 1- 12. Skip 1- 9.
Numbers screwed up--OK at 15. Missed 9 add I to 9 thru 14."
Magnetic AMtnafy ? "We did a brunton survey from station P68 to the fourth post of the left railing down from Lr;msformer
#38 . Our compass needle pointed either way! A wee bit of
metal here!"
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Interview with Bob Osburn

Bob Osburn has been coordina1ing the survey of the
Hawkins!Logsdon River area of Mammoth Cave for the past
several years, a project which has led to significant discoveries,
including some recent ones (seep .I) . J-1 e is a Laboratory
Administrator in the Department of Earth and Planetary
Sciences a/ Washington University, Saint Louis. Bob was
recently elected to membership in CRF. We interviewed him
in his home on Cleveland Avenue (yes, that's spelled correctly)
in Sainl Louis. (SH IMS)

How long have you been working on the River?
I guess I first went there three and a half years ago.
My first CRF expedition was in July of '87, I took my
first River trip in September, and shortly after started
working on the map. According to a edict from King
Scott (House, chief cartographer], there weren't going to
be any more River trips unl ess somebody started
making a map.
Had you done much mapping before then ?
Not cave mapping. I'd done a lot of geological
mapping in years previous. I did a fair amount of mapping in Crevice Cave in Missouri, [the state's longest
cave] but most of the cartography I did there was grossly
incompetent; you on ly have to ask Paul Hauck to find
out ho w bad it was. If he should let you see the books,
I'd be di sgraced. We devised a scheme at one point; it
was too complicated to string all the survey shots
together, so we'd make a little sketc h for each shot m1d
ignore all the bends. It was bad. Paul actually did a
pretty credible job of fixing all of those.
Obviously your cartography skills are very good now.
Did they develop with CRF ?
Actually, except for sketching, I think they were
pretty well developed during the Crevice Cave survey. I
did a little around '69-'70, but most of what I did was
around '74-'75 . When I came out of the Army in '73,
there just happened to be a hard-core group of six or
seven pretty toug h people who liked to cave and we just
happened to find some nice extensions in Crevice at
about l11e same tim e. We were actually pretty good cave
surveyors; there were just defects in our technique, the
biggest being that we were lousy sketchers. We really
didn't appreciate the value of being able to represent the
cave properly. Being a geologist, compasses were just
second-nature to me, e ven though I wasn't able to read
the compass on my first trip with you, Mick , in
Meramec Caverns.
(Mick) I don't remember that. / remember your failing
to be able to get through to the hot-going lead.
That too. The truth of the matter is, I hadn't a clue
on how to read a Suunto, and didn't want to admit it.
When did you start caving?
I started caving in college in '67 or '68 . I was raised
in Patton , Missouri, and I'd been in a couple of caves as
a kid and was pretty fanatical about it, but my mo ther
was deathly afraid of caves and the tho ught of us going

in one was more than she could bear. As long as she had
control, it was forbidden to go in.

How did you get into those European adventures?
I got drafted into the Army. The Army kindly sent
me to Europe for an extra year so I didn't have to have
adventures in southeast Asia. In the Stars and Stripes
there was a classified ad from a guy, Wil Howie, looking for cavers. Somebody else happened to read it and
said, 'Osburn, here's another one of those weird people
who likes to go in caves like you.' I got together with
Howie and we started going in various small caves
around Germany. We picked up another few cavers and,
before we knew it, we were doing fairly decent stuff.
The big pits in northern Greece-Proventina and
Epos Chasm-were a dream of Wil's. Strictly speaking,
I wasn't suppose to be that close to the Albanian border
without a security clearance. Proventina had been bottomed several years before by the Brits on ladders and
then by the British Army with winches. There had been
several expeditions, all with mechanical and personnel
problems. We did it on rope, and we did Epos on rope.
Everybody now knows SRT is superb for things like
that- the big, clean pitches, not a lot of water, not a lot
of anything, but deep. This causes a lot of problem s for
ladders, but no problem at all for ropes. It was easier
than we had expected, kind of anticlimactic.
We were on the Astraka Plateau for a little over
three weeks .We never did find anything deeper than
about 225 ft. except for the two big ones already
known. There were endless pits. You'd go out with a
rope and your vertical gear and do ten or so pits a day.
It got in the end to where we flipped coins to see who'd
have to go down.
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You'd watch the birds that lived in the pits. The
rooks would Luck their wings in and dive to the ground
and you'd just go where they went 'cause they were
diving into cave entrances. They'd dive through a hole
maybe a meter across at what looked like 40 miles an
hour.
I met Norm Pace in Europe, nearing the end of the
time that I was going to be there. John Pollock had
suggested we go do Gouffre Berger as a going away
party for Wil. John recruited Norm Pace to come over
for the trip.
We got down around 2500 ft. There's a lot of water
in the Berger, and a lot of water if you're not used to it
is intimidating. It wears on your nerves. All in all, we
weren't quite adequately prepared for the level of caving
we were doing.
Scott House likes to tell a story of you gobbling up
some old tins of food in the Berger.
It's a bit on the exaggerated side. In principle, what
he says is true. The fact is there were five of us in the
exploration team and we didn't have a lot of highly
desirable food with us. A lot of previous expeditions had
been better equipped than we were and even stuff they
rejected was better looking. When all you had was
oatmeal and freeze-dried food and you came upon cans of
pate., sausage, fruits sitting there in cans that hadn't
rusted through ... Contrary to rumor, I've never eaten
from cans that were bulging at the sides.
How was it you almost lost your wife? In a cave, I
mean.
JoAnne quit caving in Centro Cave in New
Mexico. We had a 300ft. rope on a pitch that was about
320 ft. I threw it off the edge and she went down and
found she couldn't reach the bottom. She wasn't
mentally prepared for that.
What's mentally prepared? She wasn'tlengthwise
prepared either!
Well, that's something that can happen to anyone
who's the first person down the pitch. The rope may not
be as long as you think it is or the pitch may be deeper
than you think it is.
You've had a few difficulties in caves. Is that just the
nature of the difficulty of the caves you go in routinely?
You strike us as a safe caver.
You're making reference to my problem with water
that seems to recur at Mammoth? [Bob has twice been
delayed by flood water conditions.) I think every
difficulty that I've encountered has been specific and
can't be genemlized.
The situation with JoAnne occurred because she
was caving along with me and it seemed like a neat
thing to do, but she had never made peace with what she
was really doing. That is, you're hanging yourself on a
rope and your life depends on your actions and your
equipment. You find out how at peace you are with that
sort of thing when something goes wrong. For
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example, in Gouffre Berger both Pollack and I on the
same pitch had ascender slings break while we were on
the rope. That's an unnerving experience. You ought to
realize that you are in some respect risking your life
when you do those sorts of things. JoAnne did respond
quite properly and climbed back up. Everything was fine
except that she decided that caving wasn't for her.
The first time we were trapped in the River, in
hindsight, with better judgement we would have gone
someplace else. The wisdom about the River, however,
at that time was that it didn't rise that extremely in
response to anything except really massive amounts of
minfall. That's not true. It comes up quite mpidly with
even modest amounts of input. I remember on the way

You're hanging yourself on a rope and your life
depends on your actions and your equipment.
Youfind out lww at peace you are with that
sort of thing when something goes wrong.
in having a moment of uncertainty, and then going
ahead. Part of it is that I'm not much of a water person.
I don't swim well and don't particularly like being in
water in caves. This last misadventure [see p.7] followed
only three or four hours of sleep and it never dawned on
me as we were walking down to the [Bedquilt) entrance
that this was not a good idea.
In both instances, there never was a situation where
we were in <my danger. The first time, when we turned
around from the survey, little inlets that had been a
trickle were now pouring water into the cave. So even a
mile and a half away from the river, we perfectly well
knew that the cave was taking a lot of water. It's scary
to look at, but we weren't in any danger. We had a safe
haven. The first thing when we came up to the river was
to check whether it was rising or falling. We found it
was rising an inch in five minutes, so we decided to
wait a while rather than risk getting caught by a bad
flood pulse. It was just a major inconvenience after that.
This last water incident, you crawl along a bank
toward the entrance and you look down and instead of
eight feet down to the floor it's a foot and a half down to
the water. You say, 'Gee, this is not going to be any
fun .'
What do you like best about CRF?
It gets me into Mammoth Cave.
What do you like least?
The thing I like least about caving with CRF is
that you don't necessarily have control over who's in
your party. In all the caving I've done before, you arranged the caving party you went with, so you had full
control over whether you went with somebody or not.
Of course, to balance that there's a great supply of
people to go caving with when the person you'd like to
have with you is not able to come.
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when they had Crevice Cave and Crevice was becoming
increasingly longer and harder, requiring more strength
and devotion. You can't take someone surveying who's
never been in a cave and necessarily get a good response
but if you take twenty people caving, after they know
what they are getting into, one or two may develop into
a serious caver.
Any last comments on the discoveries up the River?
It would be a much easier trip if it weren't for that
blasted 300 ft. chert belly crawl. Did I neglect to tell
you about that? Don't put that in.

Do you think it's true there aren't any young cavers any
more?
You look around CRF and there are several young
cavers, but I think there probably are fewer young cavers
than there were when I started caving in the '60s and
'70s. We all started as sport cavers and, at least in
Missouri, sport caving has taken on a bad name. I think
that contributes to there being a lack of young cavers.
The thing that's always drawn young cavers into serious
caving is having a project that they were contributing
to. I know that's what drove Southeast Missouri Grotto,

Cave Geographical Information System-Will it Work For Mammoth Cave?
Mel Park
Mammoth Cave National Park organized a conference on March 19-20 for Doug Dotson to report on the
progress of his project. Dotson has taken a sabbatical
year from his computer science teaching position to develop the software for a cave Geographical Information
System (GIS). The new program, tentatively called
CGIS, is based on Dotson's commercial cave mapping
program, SMAPS. CGIS will be a commercial product,
but available for three years cost-free to the Park Service
in exchange for their funding the project.
In addition to Mammoth Cave personnel, auendees
included the three NPS cave management specialists:
Ron Kerbo from SW Regional Headquarters, Jim
Nepstad of Wind Cave, and Dave Ek of Carlsbad. The
SE Regional Office was represented by Joe Meyer, a
surveyor and computer scientist. Steve Chaney, former
Chief of Science and Resource Management at
Mammoth Cave, also participated. The only non-NPS
person was myself, representing CRF.
CRF has been involved in the review of this project
from the beginning, not only because we have the expertise to comment on it, but also because we have a
stake in its outcome. The survey data for Mammoth
Cave is CRF's. We have an interest in seeing that it is
used well and as much gonen out of it as possible.
Impetus for the project, though, comes from the Park,
in particular from Superintendent Dave Mihalic.
When Mihalic took his post three years ago, he
quickly learned that his staff could not produce certain
kinds of information about the cave. They (and he) didn't
know how caves were mapped, what parts of the cave
might be environmentally threatened, which contained
what kinds of criners-in short, all the kinds of information that someone charged with managing a resource
is supposed to have at their fingertips. A graphical
database seemed like a good idea.
However, in setting thi s up, the Park did not cast a
wide net-there was no open call for proposals. The direction of the project, I think , is largely the result of
Jim Nepstad's influence. Nepstad is a young NPS cave

management specialist who was convinced that SMAPS
was the only program that was sufficiently full-featured
and professional. Clearly, he had Mihalic's ear.
CGIS is an enhanced SMAPS. It shares with
SMAPS the notion of encoding data in binary files (in a
proprietary format), of establishing its own file system
for the cave data, and of only allowing the data to be
manipulated from within the program. CRF feels that
these are disadvantages; they have kept us from adopting
SMAPS as a means of processing, maintaining, and
archiving the Mammoth Cave data (individual cartographers, however, make good use of the program for
portions of the cave). A second objection is that
SMAPS/CGIS is tightly tied to MS/DOS systems
which, we feel, are near the end of their product-life. On
the other hand, Dotson has been careful in recent times
to keep the C-code for SMAPS and CGIS fairly generic.
He thinks it can evolve with MS/DOS, and a port to
Unix could be done. Windows or a PS-2 port would be
nearly impossible, and Dotson has no experience in
programming for the Macintosh.
Dotson has added a screen appearance similar to
Borland programs and Microsoft Quick-C, i.e. with a
menu bar and dialog boxes. Mouse support will come.
CGIS processes survey data like SMAPS . It has the
same good editor and uses the same procedures for processing and loop-adjustment. Station names can now be
up to 12 characters, in order to accommodate Mammoth
Cave station names. CGIS will also be able to handle
forward references in the data. Fixed locations are entered
as files, separately maintained in the file system. There
is no limit to the number of these files.
Dotson has always treated the loop adjustment routine as a black box and admits to not having studied the
problem. The code is derived from other cave mapping
programs and does not benefit from more modem work
in survey net adjustment.
CGIS is intended to display line plots colored and
clipped according to selected passage features, along
with overlays from digital terrain models, DLGs, and
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from GRASS. The latter is the terrestrial GIS favored
by the Park Service, and part of Dotson's contract is to
have a means of exporting GRASS-compatible files
from CGIS. Part of the GIS side of the system is modeled after Jim Nepstad's idea of interrogating dBase files
for many of the database chores. All a dBase file has to
have is a field for station names. CGIS directly inspects
dBase files with a nicely constructed query language and

builds "name files" that are just lists of survey stations
that meet the selection criteria. You might make a name
file that lists every station below a certain altitude that
is within a certain distance of a pool and then see if that
matches the name file of stations where blind cave
shrimp have been found.
A lot of data, like position, passage size, passage
orientation, survey data, etc., is queried solely within

CGIS since it is part of the survey data and need not be
separately represented in a dBase file. The idea is that
dBase files will be created from an extensive cave inventory. It is not clear how this would be done or who
would be interested in doing it.
It is also not clear if CGIS will be able to handle a
system as large as Mammoth Cave. It has the shortcomings of SMAPS. The program does not contain any real
memory management, and does not use memory beyond
the 640K limit. There is an inordinately large amount of
swapping to disk. Dotson has written a disk-cache
mechanism, but it does not solve the fundamental flaw
in program design. Because of excessive disk accessing
and because a search to disk for other occurrences of the
station names is made for each survey data line,
SMAPS is an order of magnitude slower than any other
survey data program I have seen. Another quirk is that
Dotson likes to create lots of separate little disk fiies.
SMAPS/CGIS expects each survey to be stored in a
separate disk file, falling prey to one of the weakest
aspects of MS/DOS, its molasses-like file access.
So there are some bad points, and there are some
good points. I do think the program will serve its
purpose-if NPS managers really want to use a
graphical system to maintain information about their
caves, then CGIS will not stand in their way.

THE UNDERGROUND READER
Prehistoric Mummies from the Mammoth
Cave Area edited by Angelo I. George; George Publishing
Co., Louisville, KY,l990. 117pp softbound. $11.25 ppd from
Cave Books, 5222 Eastland Drive, New Carlisle, OH 45344.
Reviewed by Mick Sutton

This is an anthology of published accounts, mostly
from the early 19th century, of the aboriginal "mummies" discovered in caves in Kentucky and Tennessee.
The work is divided into four sections, each with an
introduction by George. The introductory material gives
a good context for interpreting the historical accounts
(although one might have wished for a little more stringent proof-reading).
The "Lexington Catacombs" myth perhaps arose
from a distorted early account of the Short Cave mummies. Various other mummy hoaxes are presented,
including accounts of mummies dressed in Roman
regalia! The mummies found ca 1810 in Coppems Cave,
Tennessee, though, were real enough.
The section on the Short Cave mummies will be of
most interest to Mammoth Cave fanatics. The mummies were used (somewhat deceptively) to boost publicity for Mammoth Cave. The Short Cave papers range
from an unpublished 1811 letter, written shortly after

discovery of the first mummy ("the Corps appeared as if
newly Dead but upon exposure to the atmosphere it in a
few hours crumbled into its natural Dust..."), to
Alexander Bullitt's well-known account of 1845.

*****
Did Life Start in a Cave? An article in the
February, 1991 issue of Scientific American discusses
current ideas about the origin of life on earth, quoting
no less than three CRF JVs. Dave DesMarais (Ames
Research Center) expresses skepticism about a supposed
biological isotope signature in carbon from 3.8 billion
year old rocks from Greenland. Dave Deamer (University
of California, Davis) has produced vesicles from organic
compounds extracted from a meteorite, supporting the
view that some pre-formed life pre{;ursors may be extraterrestrial in origin. But it is left to Norm Pace
(Indiana University) to put a speleological twist on the
story. Norm favors the view that deep-ocean hydrothermal vents may have been critical in providing a secure
haven for early life forms: "Pace believes even today
vast communities of bacteria may dwell in networks of
geothennally heated cracks and caverns beneath the midocean ridges." Anyone willing to lead an expedition?

CALENDAR
MAMMOTH CAVE
\1emorial Day, May 24-27. Ji m Borden, 301-869-9141
Independence Day, June 28-Ju1y 7. Tom Brucker, 615 -331356S
Summer, August 2-5. Scou House, 314-2S7-4356
Labor Day, Aug .30-Sep.2. Bob Osburn, 314-772-5813
Columbus Day, O<.:tobcr 11 -14. Dan Rayut.:, 502-459-9456
First and last dates are arrival and departure dates. Notify the
expedition leader or Operations Manager (Mel Park. 901-2729393) two weeks in advance.

Lechuguilla Precision Cave Survey, July 27 - Aug. 4;
Aug 31 - Sept. 8; Nov 23- Dec. I. Call Fritzi Hardy, 505 -3451709 (H) . Please give at least one week's notice. Note: the
July/August and September trips are presently full, but interested
people will be put on a waiting list. People with Lechuguilla
experience will get first consideration. Please note that the
survey will from now on be all-electric. There will be some
weekend trips to place survey monuments on the surface over
passages of Lechuguilla. If interested in taking part, call Fritzi
Hardy.

MISSOURI
GUADALUPES

May 18-19, June 15-16, July 20-21, Aug. 17-18

Memorial Day, May 25-27. Carlsbad Caverns NP. Jason
Richards, 505 -281-1961
Carlsbad C avern Restoration Camp, June 17-21. Dick
Venters, 505-892-7370
Independence Day, July 6-7. Fort Stanton Cave. John
Corcoran, 505-892-9651
Mid Summer, Aug. 3-4. Carlsbad Caverns NP . Rich
Wolfert, 303-278- 1891
Labor Day, Aug. 31 -Sepl. 2. Carlsbad Caverns NP. Dave
Dell, 505 -291 -0274
Fall, October 6-12. Putnam Ridge . Fritzi Hardy, 505 -345 1709
Thanksgiving, Nov . 2S-30. Carlsbad Caverns NP. Kate
Wicclaw, 51S -668-2350
Notify the expedition leader, the area manager (Dick Venters,
505 -892-7370), or the supplies coordinator (Jill Phillips, 505 344 -7053) at least one week in advance.

Most trips are based at the Ozark National Scenic Riverways .
Notify Scou House (314-287-4356) or Doug Baker (314-8788831). Frequent additional trips will be scheduled for the
National Forest cave inventory project- call Scott House or
Mick Sutton (314-546-2864 ).

FITTON CAVE, ARKANSAS
June 15, Aug. 15-17, Sept. 21, Oct. 19
Trips are limited to 21 people per day; additional personnel will
be asigned to survey in other caves or on the surface. Notify Pete
Lindsley, 12 Orchard Road, Lucas, TX 75002 (214-727-2497
(H), 214-952_2827 (W)), or Jack Regal, Rte.1, Box 190 AC,
Siloam Springs, AR 72761 (501-736-8008 (H)), at least
one week in advance.
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